Voter Guidebook

Arizona
Candidates for Governor:
Katie Hobbs (D)
Hobbs affirms the reality and threat of climate change and advocates for meaningful
climate action. As Governor, she champions climate solutions, establishing programs
and promoting policies to advance clean energy and reduce emissions.

Katie Hobbs (D)
Hobbs affirms the reality and threat of climate change and advocates for meaningful
climate action. As Governor, she champions climate solutions, establishing programs
and promoting policies to advance clean energy and reduce emissions.

Candidates for Corporation Commission:
Sandra D. Kennedy (D)
Kennedy affirms the reality of
action. Throughout her career
championed climate solutions,
is a priority in her work and

climate change and stresses the importance of taking
as a member of the Corporation Commission, Kennedy has
especially renewable energy development. Climate action
in her campaign.

Lauren Kuby (D)
Kuby acknowledges that climate change is real and calls attention to the urgency of the
situation. She prioritizes climate action in her campaign and as Vice Mayor of Tempe
championed initiatives to advance climate solutions across the city.

Kevin Thompson (R)
Thompson does not believe that Arizona residents should bear the burden of combating
climate change because he believes it has been caused by foreign pollution. He is
highly critical of climate action and actively opposes important climate solutions.

Nick Myers (R)
Myers acknowledges that climate change is real but does not believe that it is entirely
human caused; he also does not believe that taxpayers should be responsible for funding
solutions. He fails to show interest in solutions and actively opposes important
climate action, including renewable energy transitions.

Disclaimer: This Voter Guidebook includes information about both federal and state
candidates in 2022; inclusion of state races is purely for informational purposes.
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